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MECHANICAL DESIGN
Thanks for THAT SIMPLIFIES AND
your trust!
SOLVES PROBLEMS

I would like to begin by thanking
you, our customers, for your vote
of confidence in allowing us to
supply you with our products and
services during 2019.

One of our guiding principles
is to deliver what you need at
the agreed time and with the
right quality. We are not always
successful, and when that
happens we are keen for you to tell
us so we can do better next time.
We also welcome your feedback
when we do something well so
we can learn what our customers
appreciate about us.
All our employees come to work
every day with the intention of
doing all they can to make your
work life easier.
In this issue we discuss what
is often a forgotten aspect of a
successful sensor installation:
the mechanical accessories that
facilitate the installation process,
ensure measurement p
 erformance,
and enable efficient future
calibration and replacement.
If you are curious about any technical aspect that we have not yet
covered in our technical articles or
customer cases, don’t hesitate to
contact Camilla in our marketing
department, and we will do what
we can to write about it in a future
issue.

Many people know of Pentronic’s expertise in temperature
and measuring technology. However, not everyone knows that
Pentronic also has a large mechanical design department plus
its own machines for processing metal and plastic using CNC
technology.
THIS ENABLES PENTRONIC not

only to discover but also to implement solutions to a whole range
of problems that not infrequently
involve the mounting and accessibility of temperature sensors
within existing installations. These
installations might be old but are in
good condition, even though their
sensors need replacing or removing for calibration. Nowadays, when
companies replace their sensors
there are many opportunities to
choose simpler, smarter and even
cheaper alternatives than those that
were possible when the original installation was designed. Customers
often also want to add many more
measuring positions to their process than they originally had, often
in locations that are inaccessible or
totally enclosed.

Retrofitting existing
thermowells

Threaded connectors, for example
in thermowells, can be problematic
and are not always necessary. The
threading makes it time consuming to replace the sensor, and if the
threads have also been exposed to
corrosion or contamination, they can
cause a lot of trouble. To simplify
replaceability and save both space
and money, Pentronic is therefore
developing simple adaptors that
can either be screwed permanently
into the thermowell or can even be
welded into place. It is also possible
to have adaptors with a spring-loaded bayonet connector. This is a very
easy way to get a connector that
is not only far easier to attach and
remove, but the spring loading also
ensures that the sensor is situated
correctly in the thermowell, thereby
improving measurement accuracy
and response time.

And, as always, happy reading
until we are in contact again!

Rikard Larsson
Managing Director

Bayonet connectors with suitable adaptors.

Hose nipple with mounted temperature sensor.

An assembly with optimal
measurement performance

Pentronic often manufactures sensors that are fi
 nished and
mounted in a pipe, ready for installation in the customer’s process.
The advantage of having this done by Pentronic is that it ensures
the sensor has the c
 orrect angle and insertion depth in the pipe

to achieve the optimal measurement performance. It can also guarantee that h
 andling
and processes like w
 elding do not affect the
sensor’s quality. In many cases, it is complicated and expensive to make these products. Pentronic therefore also offers various
dimensions of pipe adaptors for these sensors, making it possible to install the sensors in pipe systems of varying diameters.
The adaptors allow customers to select a
standardised product without compromising
measurement accuracy, and enables Pentronic to provide faster delivery times.

Use terminal heads
where they’re needed!

Today’s process industry uses many terminal heads, and companies do not always
consider that more suitable alternatives may
exist. A terminal head is used either to protect a transmitter or to simplify the connection of cables that lead to the control system
and transmitter. Sometimes, though, there is
no transmitter inside the terminal head, and
it is difficult to screw leads into the terminal
head. There are many a
 dvantages of reconsidering whether your sensors really need to
be designed with a terminal head. Without
one, the sensor will be smaller and easier
to handle, it will normally be cheaper, and,
not least, it will be much less predisposed to
shake apart due to the heavy, unbalanced
construction involving a terminal head. If you
also design your sensor with a plug connector, the connection will be very fast and
easy. Contact us for advice about precise
and cost-effective solutions for temperature
measurement in your process.

Left: Thermowell with a screw connector where an adapter
makes a bayonet connection possible.
Centre: Thermowell and sensor with a bayonet connector.
Right: Traditional thermowell with threading and a sensor with terminal head.
Note the neck length, which is long to protect the transmitter inside the
terminal head from heat.

Pt100 sensor with connector.

SUCCESSFUL TRADE FAIR IN KARLSTAD
Pentronic kick-started this year by e
 xhibiting
at the Euro Expo industrial trade fair in
Karlstad, Sweden on 22–23 January.
Our stand was staffed by Morgan Norring and J
 onas
Bertilsson, both of whom have extensive experience of
measuring temperature in all p
 ossible and impossible
applications. They presented Pentronic’s broad range
of products and services for various applications, and
also discussed the challenges and solutions involved in
measuring the “right” temperature.
“We had almost 600 visitors during the fair’s two days
and met many people, both existing customers and new
acquaintances, and had interesting, good d
 iscussions
that created a foundation for future cooperation,”
Morgan says. He represents Pentronic’s subsidiary in
Karlstad, so he was speaking on his home ground.
“We want to extend our warm thanks to all the
pleasant visitors to our stand and we look forward to the
next fair in Skellefteå in March,” adds Jonas Bertilsson.
“This year Pentronic will be exhibiting at the industrial
fairs in Skellefteå and Falun plus at the Processteknik
fair in Gothenburg on 6–8 October. We hope to see you
at one of them!” concludes Morgan.

Top: Jonas Bertilsson and Morgan Norring, who represented Pentronic at the Karlstad fair.
Bottom: Morgan chatting with visitors to the fair.



BACK AT PENTRONIC
As of 7 January, Lars
Björkvik has come back to
Pentronic after two years
working in academia.

Lars previously held the position of
Technical Manager here for about
a decade, working primarily to
expand our capacity and improve

Lars Björkvik, Operations Manager, Pentronic.

the efficiency of our production
units.
After two years serving the local
post-secondary institution, Campus
Västervik, Lars has now returned
as the person responsible for
Pentronic’s entire operations, which
include product development,
manufacturing, and the production
of calibration services.
Lars previously worked for
several major industrial companies
in Sweden such as Electrolux and
Gunnebo. He will apply his new
academic insights to help ensure
Pentronic’s continued qualityassured delivery of products and
services, as well as to lead the work
of industrialising our more c
 omplex
sensor systems. His job also
includes contributing to Pentronic’s
increased production capacity for
the future.
We welcome Lars back to the
Pentronic family!

PENTRONIC SUPPORTS
YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
For a number of years now, Pentronic has
sponsored the business training of local young
people via the Kalmar County chapter of the Swedenwide educational organisation Ung Företagsamhet (UF).
UF is part of the global junior achievement NGO, JA
Worldwide, which prepares young people for
employment and entrepreneurship.
“We feel it’s important that young people gain an early insight into what’s involved
in running a company,” explains Rikard Larsson, Pentronic’s M
 anaging Director.
“Running a company as a student under the UF umbrella is a way to develop new
ideas and to understand how enjoyable but also how challenging it is to found
and operate your own company. It’s an important prerequisite for our country’s
continued growth and for transforming ingenious ideas into actual businesses.”
UF has been training Swedish high-school students since 1980 in
entrepreneurship and business practices.
“This year we’ve also decided to support one particular company, YouCare,
which aims to collect funds for the Swedish Childhood Cancer Fund and for play
therapy activities at hospitals,” says Camilla Gustafsson of Pentronic’s Market
Support department. “We’re doing this by buying the company’s p
 roducts –
T-shirts featuring messages drawn by a 14-year-old cancer patient. The plan
is that the T-shirts will later be distributed to the affected patients and their
relatives.”

The T-shirt with the text
“Cancer changed my life”.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

NEW SERIES OF TOP-PERFORMANCE FLOW
METERS FROM KEM KÜPPERS – THE TRICOR
The new series of flow meters from Kem
Küppers, the Tricor Pro Plus, has
advanced digital signal processing and is specifically designed for
applications where the need for
small construction dimensions is a
decisive factor.
A flow meter from the PRO Plus series is
the perfect choice for challenging applications. The zero point is stable even under
varying operational conditions, the construction is robust, and the design is well
planned. These meters are reliable with
high measurement accuracy, long-term
stability and high reproducibility – criteria
that are in particularly high demand in the
process industry. Because the flow meters
in the series use a high measurement frequency
that is far above the resonance range for normally
occurring vibrations, they are ideal for applications
where high vibration levels and other disruptive signals occur. The series also features top-class signal
processing and therefore offers an unrivalled performance package.
The PRO Plus series mass flow meter is available

in three versions, which can be complemented with a local
or external display: DN15 [½”], DN25 [1”] and DN50 [2”].
For digital data communication there are several options: Modbus, HART 7.5 communication (HCF), Profibus
PA, and Profibus DP. A 4-20mA analogue signal output is
included with the HART.
The new flow meters are designed to meet Namur NE
132.

RESPONSE TIME WHEN
MEASURING THE TEMPERATURE OF LIQUIDS AND GASES
QUESTION: Why is the response time

always shorter when I measure the
temperature of liquids than of gases?
I use the same type of sheathed
thermocouple.
			
				Bengt D

					

ANSWER: To answer this question we

can study the measurement installation shown in the figure below. The
temperature of the flowing fluid is
measured using a sheathed thermocouple that has the diameter d m
and is mounted at a right angle to

the pipe wall. For the thermocouple,
we disregard the heat flow to/from
the wall by conduction and by radiation exchange with the wall if the
fluid is a gas. We also disregard any
temperature d
 ifferences inside the
thermocouple. If the t emperature
of the fluid changes over time, the
thermocouple’s temperature, T °C,
can be described with the aid of the
differential equation
rcp(dT/dt) + hA(T – Tfluid) = 0

If you have questions or
comments, contact Professor Emeritus Dan Loyd, LiU,
dan.loyd@liu.se

Thermocouple
Insulation
Wall

Sheathed thermocouple

Wall
Insulation

QUESTION

ANSWER

Questions should be of general interest
and be about temperature measurement
techniques and/or heat transfer.

where, r is the sheathed thermocouple’s density in kg/m3, cp the
specific heat capacity in Ws/(kgK),
V the volyme in m3, t the time in s,
athe heat transfer coefficient in
W/(m2K), h the heat transferring area
in m2 and Tfluid the fluid temperature
in °C. The sheathed thermocouple
contains various materials, and for
the quantities r and cp we must
therefore use the mean values.
We now assume that the fluid
temperature changes in the form of
a step, ∆T °C. The time it takes for
the thermocouple to reach 63% of
the temperature difference ∆T is a
quantity – the time constant t in s –
which can be used to determine the
thermocouple’s response time. For t
the relevant e
 quation here is
	
t = (rcpV)/(hA)
For a specific sheathed thermo
couple, the time constant is inversely proportional to the heat transfer
coefficient h, which in its turn is
determined by such factors as the
thermocouple’s diameter, the fluid’s
velocity, and the physicial properties
of the fluid in question, which are
determined by the temperature.
We now consider h type K
sheathed thermocouple with the
diameter d = 0.004 m plus a fluid
with the velocity w = 1 m/s and the
temperature 20 °C. For air, the heat
transfer coefficient is h = 51 W/(m2K)
and for water h = 9400 W/(m2K). The
time constant for air is 89 s and for
water 0.48 s. In this case, the time
constant for water is approximately
0.5% of the time constant for air.
The calculation applies to a
specific measurement situation and
is based on a number of conditions.
However, the response time is
almost always considerably shorter
when measuring liquids rather than
gases.

DANGEROUS WITH REVERSED-POLARITY
CABLING TO A FURNACE REGULATOR

TSplice = TRef we will regain the result in
equation (2) but this situation is not
likely at high furnace temperatures.

There are measurement engineers with personal experience of how double reversedpolarity cabling between a
thermocouple and a furnace
regulator can cause a catastrophe at high temperatures.
This article explains the conditions and consequences as
well as what preventive measures you can take.

In a control situation, this can be
dangerous. Let us assume that we
want to regulate a furnace at 1000 °C,
the terminal head has a temperature
of 60 °C due to heat leakage from the
furnace and the reference temperature
of the regulator is 25 °C. These values
inserted in (5) give an actual temperature of 1000 - 70 = 930 °C. The regulator strives to keep the actual value and
the set value the same, and therefore
increases the power so that the sensor
supplies the corresponding 1000 +
70 = 1070 °C while the actual and set
values indicate 1000 °C. An incorrectly
connected separate alarm is misled in
the same way. At high temperatures
the margins are small, and both product components and furnace components can melt when the thermocouple
cabling has a double reverse polarity.

Figure 1 shows a correctly connected
measuring circuit. A thermocouple is
connected by extension cables from
the connectors inside its terminal head
to the sensor inputs on the instrument’s terminals. Because the digital
voltmeter (DVM) senses the voltage
difference between the thermocouple’s
measuring junction, TMeas and the connection terminal on the instrument TRef
which is normally at room temperature,
we must add the voltage between
room temperature and zero so that the
reading can be translated into degrees
Celsius. This is why the instrument
measures the terminal’s temperature
T’Ref and adds the corresponding voltage to the measurement result.
The voltage E in DVM is comprised
of the terms in equation (1). Here we
have assumed that the splicing cables
have the same sensitivity, S’AB as the
thermocouple and the instrument’s
TSplice
A

compensation for the “cool junction”,
T’Ref
EDVM = SAB (TMeas - TSplice) + SAB (TSplice - TRef) + SAB (TRef - 0) (1)
EDVM = SAB TMeas => TMeas = EDVM / SAB		

Double reverse polarity
Because the colour coding of splicing
cables was originally standardised in
different countries, there is a multitude
of colour codes. For example, DIN
has standardised the type K cable as
green, with red as the positive conductor whereas the Americans have
chosen red as the negative conductor.
It is easy for an uninitiated person to
make a mistake.
In the case of double reversed polarity, the following case occurs. See
Figure 2. Equation (1) gives:
EDVM = SAB (TMeas - TSplice) + SBA (TSplice - TRef) + SAB (TRef - 0) (3)

The sensitivity – the relative Seebeck
coefficient – of the cables is also “reversed” to SBA see (3), which complicates a simple transition to an equation
similar to (2). In fact, SBA is the same
as the difference between the absolute
Seebeck coefficients for the connectors B and A. We can therefore reformulate the equation:
SBA = SB - SA = - (SA - SB) = - SAB

TRef
Cu
T’Ref

DV M

TMeas

Thermocouple

Cu

B
Terminalhead

Correctly attached
splicing cables

Temperature indicator

Figure 1. The correct installation of extension or compensation
cabling for the thermocouple A/B.
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(4)

(4) inserted into equation (3) gives

A

B

(2)

EDVM = SAB (TMeas - TSplice)
- SAB (TSplice - TRef) + SAB
(TRef - 0)
EDVM = SAB [TMeas - 2 (TSplice
- TRef)]
(5)

The result (5)
means that when
there is a double
reversed polarity
of the splicing
cables, we are
measuring the
measuring junction’s temperature reduced by
twice the difference between the
temperatures of
the terminal head
and the reference
junction. Should

Furnace disaster

Prevent reversed polarity
What can you do to prevent reversed
polarity?
• Only use cables with a standard colour
coding, normally IEC 60584-3.
• Install the sensor so that the terminal
head is heated as little as possible.
You can also double check during the
installation process by first attaching
the sensor cables at the regulator end
and then short circuiting the wires at
the other end and heating it. If the actual
value increases, it is correctly installed.
You then attach the cable to the terminal
head and heat the probe tip. The actual
value should then increase, indicating
that the installation is correct.

IEC 60584-3

ANSI

DIN

BS

Cu
Temperature indicator

Figure 2. An incorrect connection with the polarity of the splicing
cables reversed at both ends, B/A.

THE IEC’s international colour codes plus
ANSI’s (USA). The IEC’s has replaced DIN
(Germany) and BS (United Kingdom).

2020

= 30 YEARS OF OUR MAGAZINE!

Thousands of column inches
about temperature measure
ment in all its manifestations have been written
since P
 entronic’s customer
magazine first saw the light
of day in 1990!
It’s been 30 years of interesting
reportage about visits to Sweden’s
companies, large and small, interspersed with informative technical
articles, product news, tips and
information. In celebration, here is a
brief history of the journey to today’s
version of Pentronic News.
It all began at the end of the
1980s with a leaflet in Swedish,
resembling a newspaper handbill
and containing product news plus
“user tips”. One requirement for the
name was that it could incorporate
the P in the Pentronic logo. In the

spirit of that age, the name became
(translated here from the Swedish)
“StoPextra – Information hot off the
press from Pentronic”.

After a few years, this leaflet
was reborn as a regularly produced
information sheet about temperature, though it retained the name
StoPextra. That was in 1990 and
was the origin of the Swedishlanguage customer magazine that
is now called PentronicNytt. As
more and more foreign customers
also wanted to learn more about
temperature measurement, an
English version of this magazine was
launched in autumn 2008 with the
name Pentronic News.
As a result of the more modern
design of Pentronic News, StoPextra
was renamed in 2010 as PentronicNytt. The latest updating occurred
in 2017 when the magazine gained
an attractive cover and the number
of pages was increased from four to
eight wonderful pages about temperature measurement.

PENTRONIC’S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Temperature sensors		
Temperature transmitters		
Temperature indicators		
Dataloggers		
Temperature calibration services
Moisture and thickness monitors
GFM Glass flow meters		

Connectors and cables
IR pyrometers
Temperature controllers
Temperature calibration equipment
Training courses in temperature
Flow meters
Electro-optical test systems
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